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Technology & Customer Expectations

Adapt or Die…
“People are so busy trying to

make the new business fit
the old model that they fail to
figure out the best way to serve
new markets with new business
models. That’s the trap Kodak
seems to have fallen into.”

“At its peak Nokia supplied

40 per cent of the world’s
mobile phones. Today the
mobile phone part of the
company is essentially extinct
and lives on in name only.”

“Free Record Shop continued
to specialize in products for
which the demand fell. Since
the rise of the internet, music and
films were massively
downloaded. In the beginning
illegal, but later legally via
Spotify, YouTube, iTunes.”
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Top Priorities

Global Insurance Trends
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The ‘Internet of Things’ has revolutionized many traditional markets…
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Travel Agencies
Booking a ticket, a hotel, a car: it is all done online with complete price transparency

The Music Industry
A local record store and CDs: music is readily available on all sorts of platforms

Newspaper and Print Media
Used to be primary source of information, now truly yesterday’s news

(Electronic) Retailers
Online retailers have reshaped industry with low prices and free delivery

Taxi/Mobility market
Trend in behaviour to preferring paying for usage over ownership (less emotion)
…and many more (postal service, movies etc.), but also automotive industry (e.g. connected cars)
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Technology & Customer Expectations
did not kill Blockbuster….

Ridiculous late fees did.

did not kill the taxi business…

Limited taxi access and fare control did.

did not kill the music industry…

Being forced to buy full-length albums did.

did not kill other retailers…

Bad customer service and experience did.

isn’t killing the hotel industry…

Limited availability and pricing options are.

Technology by itself is not the real disruptor… Not being Customer-Centric is the
biggest threat to any business.
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…. And The Digital Disruption Has Already Happened …….
• World largest taxi company owns no taxi’s (Uber)
• Largest accomodation providor owns no real estate (Airbnb)
• Largest phone companies own no telco infra (Skype, WeChat)
• World most valuable retailer has no inventory (Alibaba)

• Most populair media owner creates no content (Facebook)
• Fastest growing banks have no actual money (SocietyOne)
• World’s largest movie house owns no cinemas (Netflix)
• Largest software vendors don’t write the apps (Apple & Google)
• InsurTech (ISP) owns no risk (CCN)
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Digital renter's insurance startup Jetty unveils one-question quoting tool

• One step quoting tool
• Only input: Home Address
• UW:
- Neighbourhood crime rates
- Building age
- Estimate salaries
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New entrants in the insurance industry

• China’s first truly digital insurer since 2013

• Cross-industry partnership between Alibaba,
Tencent and Ping An

• 8 billion insurance policies sold online to 500
million customers

• 97% of his clients only communicate via
chatbots with the company

• More than 200 insurance products, mostly
policies with small premium and low, limited cover

• Partnerships with 300 companies with
hundreds of millions of customers

• Amazon announced it will Sell Life, Health and
General insurance policies In India. India is one
of the strongest markets for Amazon, as more
than 10 million Indians are Prime users, and
they are witnessing an exponential growth
• Amazon also recently led a $12 million
investment in digital insurance startup called
Acko General Insurance Co. in India

• In August, Amazon made news on reports of
exploring a web-portal for selling insurance in the
UK based on a marketplace model, as a price

comparison website

And who’s next??
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New entrants in the insurance industry

• Founded in 2016 in Berlin
• Insurtech startup Coya has launched home
content insurance cover, designed to be
“affordable, transparent and easily accessible.”
• Coya’s flexible contracts can be cancelled at any
time, have clear and understandable terms and
conditions, starting at 1.79 euro per month
• All clients need to do is type in basic information
like name, postal code and size of their home, to
directly receive their digital offer
• Home contents damage can be simple reported
via smartphone
• Coya also will soon offer so-called micro policies
that allow clients to insure individual objects for
only a few days or even hours

• The InsurTech-Startup, wefox was founded in
Switzerland in November 2014.
• It successfully operates across Germany,
Austria and Switzerland.
• The wefox-platform allows customers,
brokers and insurance companies to digitally
manage their insurance products.
• Wefox has already managed to acquire more
than 250.000 customers and cooperates with
more than 1.000 insurance brokers.
• With over 160 employees, wefox plans to
grow its markets and further internationalise.

And who’s next??
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New entrants in the insurance industry
Tesla's insurance play is coming!
After selling vehicles with embedded
software for 7+ years, Tesla arguably has
more driving data than any other
company on the planet. Tesla can

monitor almost every behavior

Horn usage

Driving
environment
data

Day-of-week
and time-ofday driving

Speed
limit
Following
distance

Driver
alertness

related to risky driving.
Not only will Tesla have a superior

understanding around driver risk
and policy pricing, but they can nudge
the driver towards taking safer actions.

Aggressive
cornering
Fast starts
and stops

Two-lanehighway
passing

Staying
within the
lanes

Tesla Insurance?
Advantages

Challenges

 Tesla has all the data for determining
their risk models

 How to effectively and efficiently manage claims
handling (customer service, handling of accidents)

 Possibility to offer unique products, like
on-demand or usage-based offers

 Regulations (eg pricing discrimination)
 Limited market scope (Tesla cars)
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Life insurance as a longevity service
“The Netflix of Life insurance”
By downloading the Avibra app, customers
automatically receive $10,000 in term life
insurance coverage.
Thereafter, customers can bump up the
coverage in several ways, which improve their
well-being:
•
•

Users can review and interact with Avibra’s
updated-weekly in-app content
Users can agree to connect their credit
cards and bank account information

Users can connect to Uber, Lyft or Airplane
mode in their app; integrating these services
into the insurance covers users in case of
accidents
Avibra partnered with Amalgamated Life
and Life of the South to underwrite the
product.
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Change Customer Behaviour
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Introducing CCN i-Report claims platform for insurance
Whether it’s buying the right insurance product or finding the best credit card, people
want an easy way to understand and compare financial products online. But, when it
comes to submitting an insurance claim, 80% of people find it difficult, timeconsuming and complicated. That’s why today we’re introducing CCN’s iReport for insurance products in Europe. This represents the newest addition to a
suite of CCN services designed to assist people make confident, more customerfriendly claim registration.
CCN i-Report for insurance claims provides a seamless, intuitive experience
for submitting a claim by your customers online. Whether you’re a EU-wide
insurance provider or a local one, people searching for online claims applications on
their phone or computer can find you along with a ‘Fast-Easy-Simple’ way — all in as
little as 5 minutes. And when users have registered once, they can immediately
submit their next claim and select the appropriate insurance carrier. They can add
additional information or documents online or over the phone through one of our
claims agents.
Nowhere is customer engagement more important than in the claims area. So what
do claimants want? Here claims registration represent the moment of truth for
insurers, because the speed of the insurer’s response is critical to satisfy the desire
customers have to obtain instant information on a variety of channels. The ability for
insurers to provide this new level of claims performance impacts the value being
created to customers from all demographics.
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Verisk Analytics

…while technically digital solutions are already available….

General Collaboration

Policy holder reports FNOL

2

Desk adjuster collaborates with
policyholder using mobile device

3

Adjuster triages the claim with
an appropriate response

1

Take picture & Upload request

2

Receive quotes (within 24h)

3

Compare & Choose repair shop

Policyholder Self-Serve

Video Collaboration

Contractor Collaboration

Fixico

1

Contents Collaboration

…and many more smartphone and e-solutions for insurance products are being launched
…The claims industry lacks a platform that connects the different innovations already available…
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‘Passion for Innovation: Integrated Solution’

…… Notify a claim via digital platform …..
• Claims can be registered via
an online platform in 3 easy
steps (web-based or via
mobile application)
• Question-set is custom made
• Can be developed in any
language
• Personal contact details will
be automatically deleted
after closing the file (GDPR
compliant)

1 Register

2 Submit your claim

3 Select your service
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RPA as a plug-in service element

Cooperation with Insurance Carrier
1
Proactive backend
claims data checking:
The client (or the thirdparty referred) receive
fully automatic
notifications about
policy confirmation,
directing them to the
online claims form.

Claims data is
supplied by the
third-party or
insured

Insurer receives
instant information
about reported claim

Insured/TP submits
claim via the online
platform developed
according to insurer’s
specifications

The infrastructure allows
to check policy
confirmation and
perform a preliminary
coverage check.
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RPA as a plug-in service element

Cooperation with Insurance Carrier
2

Proactive backend claim
data checking:

Claim submission:
Insured/TP

Correspondent/
Representative
service
Missing data
acquisition:
Insured

Client services
(e.g. call
center): Insured
Claim payment*:
CCN  Insurer  Third-Party

The process can be customized to a large extent to the
specific needs of the Insurer

The insured (or the thirdparty) receive fully
automatic notifications
about policy
confirmation, directing
them to the claim form.
The infrastructure allows
to check policy
confirmation and
perform a preliminary
coverage check.

*In the specific cooperation with the client, the
insurance payout is initiated by CCN flagging the claim
as eligible
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CCN - Claims Force One - managed service for mobility related claims

Platform as a Service –online claims handling platform
•

All claims automatically uploaded
from i-Report to online claims
handling platform

•

Includes attachments, and Diary
functionalities

•

(Automated) mail exchange to/from
carriers

•

Dashboard including overview of
key performance indicators (type of
claim, claims by carrier, etc.)

•

Tailor-made to individual customer
demands

•

Monthly M.I. tailor-made reporting
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‘Passion for Innovation’

. but Claims Administration is largely based on the old ‘paper’ world..

Claim Notification

Damage Evaluation

1

Notification

4

Authorisation

2

Claim Opening

3

Estimation

Settlement

5 Settlement of Claim

Closing &
Recourse

6

Billing & Payment

7

Recourse

…The current claims process is not ‘lean’ and does not appeal to the ‘digital customer’…
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Future of claims - balancing automation with empathy
Consumer view

Carrier view

Submitting FNOL
% who prefer self-service options

How automation is benefiting carriers

Millennials

36

Gen X

33

Baby Boomers

23

Net % of consumers who deemed technology
important to the claims process
Millennials

65

Gen X

62

Baby Boomers

1-4 manual touches removed
from claims process

Cycle
time

1-15 day reduction in
processing time per claim

Cost/LAE

Up to 50% reduction in
processing cost per claim

Staff
efficiency

3-10x more cases processed
per adjuster

Customer
experience

Higher satisfaction, loyalty,
net promoter scores

48

Net % of consumers who deemed having options
to connect important to the claims process
Millennials

Manual
touches

70

Gen X

74

Baby Boomers

71

Source: Lexis Nexis “2019 Future of Claims Study”

The more informed customers are about the
benefits of automation and the more
benefits they receive, the more receptive
they’re likely to be to self-serve options.
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… to offer insurers strong cost savings potential …
Figures are indexed to 100%

Insurer
claims cost

CCN
claims cost

100

61
-30%

Fee model

Insurer best
practice
claims cost

10

71

To reduce insurer claims
cost up to 30%:
 Reduced labor costs
 Discounts on parts and
paints/coatings
 Smart repair vs.
replacements
 Refurbished materials
In addition, focus on
recovering (ULR) costs,
which will further reduce the
claim cost base.
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Tailored solutions integrated – EU limitation periods
• Limitation periods for exercising individual passenger
rights in the case of sub-rogations differs widely
across Europe
• Rules differ not only in terms of length of time. They
also vary with regard to the beginning of a limitation
period, the procedural requirements for stopping
the running of a limitation period, and application to
minors and disabled persons.

CCN’s i-Report identifies travel
claims and, based on the country,
date of accident and local
regulations,
i-Report determines the relevant
procedures and timeline to
file a claim!
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…Volvo integrates safety features that affect the insurance market…
Safety assistance technology

Road assist technology

Liability in autonomous mode

“Volvo will
accept full
liability
whenever
our cars are
operating in
autonomous
mode”
Håkan Samuelsson
CEO Volvo Cars

•

•

Fully operational technology
decreases chances of impact
and impact severity

•

Continuous car condition and
safety status monitoring

•

Immediate post-crash reporting
to centralised road assist centre

Will decrease the number of
road-side accidents significantly
•

•

Will improve road safety

Integration of this technology
requires full service centres to
assist drivers

•

Car manufacturers will force a
change in the automotive value
chain due to increasing high
levels of integrated services

•

Car manufacturers will accept
liabilities and will enter
insurance market (‘Trojan
Horse’)
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Value chain disruption in the car industry
Tesla

Google

Tesla has built a massively
impressive electric drive
train. Hooking it up to charging
stations running exclusively on
their renewable energy takes
transportation close to zero
marginal cost. Tesla has already
open-sourced some of its
patents.

“Autonomous cars are going to
need software to analyze realtime driving data, identify
situations and give instructions to
the vehicle. Google can offer any
company access to this software.
They are making the Android OS
for autonomous cars.

Apple

Uber

Apple is in the business of making
hubs. And Apple is now most
likely building an
ecosystem/hub for cars. It
might just be that the future
experience of transportation is
something any company who
wants to be a car company can
buy from Apple.

People don’t want to own their own
cars, they want access to a range of

cars tailored to fit different
purposes. Uber can provide the
mega-system connecting all
possible cars in any given location,
giving people instant and
frictionless access to vehicles.
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New ISP platform based on RPA

FlightClaimEU.com based on EU regulation EC 261 / 2004

• Digital Claims platform
• RPA supported technology
• Covering all nationalities
• All EU carriers
• Non-EU carriers departing EU
• Compensation based
• Over 3,5M pax in 2017

• Easy as 1,2,3
• FlightClaim.mk
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‘Future of Claims Management’

... TRANSFORM OPERATIONS TO MEET FUTURE NEEDS …

WELCOME IN THE 4TH. INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION!
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CCN Group

…. Let’s connect & co-create a digital evolution! ….

E: c.werff@claimscorpnetwork.com
W: www.claimscorpnetwork.com

FOLLOW US ON
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